Ion mobility-mass spectrometry of lasso peptides: signature of a rotaxane topology.
Ion mobility mass spectrometry data were collected on a set of five class II lasso peptides and their branched-cyclic topoisomers prepared in denaturing solvent conditions with and without sulfolane as a supercharging agent. Sulfolane was shown not to affect ion mobility results and to allow the formation of highly charged multiply protonated molecules. Drift time values of low charged multiply protonated molecules were found to be similar for the two peptide topologies, indicating the branched-cyclic peptide to be folded in the gas phase into a conformation as compact as the lasso peptide. Conversely, high charge states enabled a discrimination between lasso and branched-cyclic topoisomers, as the former remained compact in the gas phase while the branched-cyclic topoisomer unfolded. Comparison of the ion mobility mass spectrometry data of the lasso and branched-cyclic peptides for all charge states, including the higher charge states obtained with sulfolane, yielded three trends that allowed differentiation of the lasso form from the branched-cyclic topology: low intensity of highly charged protonated molecules, even with the supercharging agent, low change in collision cross sections with increasing charge state of all multiply protonated molecules, and narrow ion mobility peak widths associated with the coexistence of fewer conformations and possible conformational changes.